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About Lance Burstyn

Lance Burstyn Miami was in the luxury brand space as the president and the 
owner of the Krieger Watch Corporation. He used to spend most of his time in 
his Real Estate as he has deep family roots from both sides and deeper pockets 
that's why he says  in an interview that “My main passion is Real Estate, It’s in 
my blood.” His work has inspired many and his working techniques are brilliant 
that every person can learn from him.

https://www.projectmanagement.com/profile/LanceBurstynMiami/


Lance Burstyn graduated from The University of Miami in 1990 and stepped in 
into the corporate world in 1998 with his very first venture in the online 
sphere. His business skills and will to achieve greater heights made his very 
first marketing venture highly successful. They dealt with everything from 
online payments to web developing and designing. This was Mr. Burstyn’s 
stepping stone towards newer and greater opportunities. 

https://medium.com/@lanceburstynmiami/about


Krieger Watch

Today Krieger Watche’s are very well known brand in the 
watch Industry . This is due to Lance burstyn miami’s big 
visions and business skills. He took over the business in 

2003 and took it to a higher level.

https://medium.com/@lanceburstynmiami/about


Real Estate Business

Lance Burstyn Belonging to a family, who owned prominent real estate 
landmarks in Miami such as the Ritz Plaza Hotel and Haddon Hall Hotel, 

Mr. Burstyn himself grew up learning the in’s and out’s of the ever 
indulging real estate scene of Miami. He has continued his father Sam 

Burstyn’s legacy in real estate industry and together they are known as the 
dynamic father and son duo of the real estate business of Miami. 

Currently, they are working on Miami’s one of a kind, biggest real estate 
venture. Their project called the Civica Towers is the very first of its kind, 

self-contained and all-inclusive medical institution to provide for the 
regions in South Florida



Lance Burstyn Miami has established himself as the top 
businessman. He is very successful and popular in the 

entrepreneurial world. Apart from an incredible 
businessperson, he is very humble, kind and gregarious 

that makes him an easy person to talk to.


